
Example (mimof gaussians) let go, gz.... beiid
Na,1) rw's. Then

limsup=1 as

If the conclusion is equivalent to the following statement. *2<0:

[9n> )2em i.0.) =0 (1)

AND 2 qn>2lun i.0.3 =1 (2)

To prove this, use gaussicen tail bounds (p. 28):If quNCo,), then

(I - i)e4 = p[g> + 3 =ret *t>o

In particular,as It(a) st:

-( )
+Yz
4gt3 =e

4Yz
X tct(s)

Heuce:

· p(gnzan) - exp(- 4+a)(un) =rill+2) is summable

=>(i) follows from Borel-Cantelli I.

· 49 zean-exp(- -) fan) = ntr-*)is Notsummalt
1 - 4 - *Yy =1- 42

=>(23 follows from Borel-Cantelli II. D
-
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Example("Ans") An infinite monkey is hittingkeys atrandom.

How much of William Shakespeare's work will be typed by time n?

Ermally:fixan infinite word W =(W,, we, ...)

W="TOBEORNOTTOBE..."
e.g.

and a random wordX=(X, X2, ...) with all Xin Unit (English alphabet)
run of length2 run of length 4 independent

↓ E

e.g. X="ABRATOCADANESMITOBEOR!WANTABANANA. (n =6
- en

123 45678 16 =2,11=0

C:=max?r: X =Wn, Xu =Was.., Xu-re=Wars (length of a run attmer)

L: =max In (max length of a run by time n)
nickn

tun -> 1 as
->

log 26 U [26=size of English alphabet)

Pet round:
[In=r3 =P(r lastletters are correct 3 = I26r

=>Plan (1+2) logn] = a)tsin=ite is summable

=>dy Borel-Cantelli I,
21 > (1 +2) log,i.0.) =0.

=>with probability possibly random
-

EmeN Fuzm:e, <1+a)logs".) =en(+2) login -m
Moreover, Anam:endrcm trivially

- (n =(1+E) loge +m
=>

ge*1+3+as
ne

-itisene
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verbound:
Partition Ee,..nh intologin blocks of length (1-2) logram. Then

q

Phon(1-2) = P) more of the86e C if some block is a run, C↳> (1 - 9) logz m

*#blocks (independent)I singingin
-() - (sin
=expl-Frailogion) (1-nxe-n)

=exp(-csion) is summable.

=>by Borel-Cantelli I,

3PEon 1-2 i.0. =0

Iwill

probability amineatas e

D.
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StPetersburg
Consider an x sequence of games in which one

loses in withpro atthe n =1,2,3,...

·Xnitwinnings of with game. EXn=-2" +1. = 0
X: =total winnings -> EX= EX =0 (A)

· (losses occur is often) =0 by Borel-Cantelli

C En:= "nith game is lost" -> IP(En) <0 3n=
↓D

-
2"+1

Hence:with probability 1, startingfrom some game
we will bewinning and will never lose again. -> winnings-

-

But our expected winnings.0. !?

Resolution of paradox, EX does notexist;

the limitin (A) is notjustified
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Example (WE. Stein's covering tenmal

* LetA., Az.... 23"be any measurable subsets such that

3,M(A:) =0.

her EU, Us, ... Och) sad that-
almost

every point
mash"surface area"

belongs toa many sets ViAi.

of LetU, U., ... [Unit(O(n)) and X-Unif(S"), all independent.
Haar measure e, prob. meas. WLO4

Then vix, UX. ... Unit (SM) independent(check!) (A)

Consider events

E,: =GU."X = A; 3 =2X = U,A:]

Note thatEs are independent& P(Ei) =M(Ai) by (A).

By assumption, z,P(Ei) =0.
Borel-Cantelli II->

1 =P4Ej0ku i.0.3 = EAio
N

1
=>1X ViAi i..-

1 a.s. (AXA) B
↑

w.r. to VI's and X

Fun z Vi:(***) holds a.s. w.r.tox (checkl.)
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